
ANHARMONIC POLYNOMIAL GENERALIZATIONS OF THE
NUMBERS OF BERNOULLI AND EULER*

BY

E. T.  BELL

We consider twelve infinite systems of polynomials in z which for z = 1

degenerate either to the numbers of Bernoulli or Euler, or to others simply

dependent upon these. The first part proceeds from the definition of an-

harmonic polynomials to the specific twelve systems discussed; the second

presents an adaptation of the symbolic calculus of Blissard and Lucas in

sufficient detail for rapidly developing a simple isomorphism between the

algebra of the polynomials and that of the twelve elliptic functions sn, cn,

ns, nc, sc, ■ • • of Glaisher, and the third contains a short selection from the

simpler algebraic and congruential relations between the polynomials. Inci-

dentally there is pointed out in the second part a new interpretation of

Kronecker's work on certain symmetric functions and their connections with

Bernoulli's numbers. Owing to the length of the paper the development

stops short of the quadratic transformation of the polynomials which corre-

sponds to the transformation of the second order in elliptic functions, but the

material given is a necessary foundation for all higher transformations. For

the same reason only prime moduli are considered in the congruences, although

the case in which the modulus is a power of a prime can be treated in essentially

the same way, but at greater length.    All references are at the end of the paper.

I.     ANHARMONIC  POLYNOMIALS

1. With each of the substitutions a' of the cross ratio group on z,

l = (z,z),       «' = (z,l/(l -z)),       ß'= (z,(z-l)/z),

y = (z,l/z),    5' = (z,l-z), e' = (z,z/(z-l)),

associate a multiplier a" as follows,

1, a" = (Z-1)»,       ß" = (-z)\

y" = zn, o" = (-l)", e" = (l-z)n,

n being an integer S 0.    From these define six linear substitutions upon the

coefficients a0) ax, • • •, a„, with an ¿¿ 0, of the polynomial

A (z) = a0 + Oi z + o2 z2 + • ■ ■ + o„ z"

* Presented to the Society, San Francisco Section, April 9, 1921.
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by means of the identities

a A (z ) = a"A [a' z ) = a,0 + acl z + a„2 z2 + • • • + a,„ zn,

in which .4 (a' z) denotes the result of applying a' to A (z). Hence a A (z)

is the polynomial derived from A(z) by first operating with a' and then

multiplying the result by a". If a0 = 0 the degree of a A ( z ) is < w for

some <r. The six a's thus obtained are 1 ,a,ß,y, 8,e, where a corresponds

to a', a", etc.

2. A set of generating relations for the cross ratio group is

a'3 = y'2 = (a'y')2 = 1.

We have aA (z ) = (z — 1 )n A (a' z) ; whence

o?A{z) = a{aA{z)) = (z - 1 )"[(*/ (1 - z) )n A(a'2 z)],

oaA(z) = a(a¡A(z)) = (z-l)n[(í/{z-l))nA(a'3z)]=A(z).

Hence a3 = 1, and similarly y2 = 1, ( ay )2 = 1, so that the a form a group

r simply isomorphic to the cross ratio group. For convenience of reference

we reproduce its multiplication table, which is to be read in the usual way;

thus ay = o, ye = a, and so on:

1    a   ß    y    S    e

a

ß

y

8

e

a ß 1 ô e 7

ß 1 a e y S

7 e 8 1 ß a

8 y e a 1 ß

e     8    y    ß    a    1

3. Obviously ayT = ai„_r = a„_r. Letp, <r, r be substitutions of Y between

which there is the relation pa = t , and write a^ for the function of the

coefficients ar which is derived from the a„ in the same way that apr is from

the ar. Then a^r = arr, and the coefficients of the six polynomials are

related as shown by the table in § 2. If ya = t , then a^ = ay„ = a<m-r •

Hence, writing as usual 0! = 1,(5) = (o) = 1,(«) = r!/(«!(r-«)!) , we

have the following forms of the a„, r = 0, 1, s, • • • , n, which explicitly

define the substitutions of T :

aXr = ayn—T = ar,

aaT = atn-r = ( - 1 )"~r £ ( "7' ) a8,

T

aßr = aän_r = ( - 1 )r 2] C~'a)an-a,
«=o

the a,r being given directly by the a A ( z ) for cr = l,a,/3.
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4. The set A(z), ocA(z), ßA(z), yA(z), 5A(z), eA(z) is called an-

harmonic of degree n, n being the highest degree of any polynomial in the set.

Any symmetric function of the polynomials A (z), <rA(z) is an invariant of

the subgroup 1, a (a = y, 8, e); any symmetric function of A (z), a A (z),

ßA (z) is an invariant of the subgroup 1, a, ß; and any symmetric function

of aA (z) (a = 1, a, ß, y, ô, e) is an invariant of Y.

5. When A (z) is reciprocal, y A (z) = A(z). Hence from the multiplica-

tion table h A ( z ) = a A (z) ,tA(z) = ßA(z), and in this case the anharmonic

set reduces to A (z), aA (z), ßA (z). We shall call such a set cyclic, and

henceforth reserve the term anharmonic for sets that are not cyclic or, what

is equivalent, contain no reciprocal polynomial. Any symmetric function

of all the members of a cyclic set is invariant for 1, a, ß.

6. The a are determined by the coefficients ar as in § 3 and are functions of

the degree n of the set. When necessary to designate the polynomial fixing

the a we shall speak of the associated <r as the cross ratio substitution for that

polynomial. To indicate that A ( z ) belongs to a set of degree n we write

A(n) (z), enclosing the n in ( ) to distinguish it from the rank defined in § 7.

When it is a question of relations between the coefficients of polynomials of

different degrees (§ 15) the aT may be given double suffixes.   Thus

n n

A(z) = A(„) (Z ) =   E Or Zr =   S a„r 2r
r=0 r=0

are merely different notations for one polynomial, and likewise for

n n

O-A(z) = 0-A(n)(z) =  ^OffrZ'SE  ^0„Zr.
r=0 r=0

Where there can be no confusion we shall use the simpler forms.

7. Let x, z be independent variables, and put Vz = k, Vl — x ■« k',

i =  V— 1.    Let t, v be functions of x, k (or of x, z) such that

t(x, — k) = t(x, k) = — t(— x, k),

v(x, — k) = v(x, k) = v(— x, k),

and assume (cf. § 12) that these functions can be expanded in absolutely

convergent power series in x of the form

00   ( _  1 ■*« T^»+l °°   / _  1 \n ~2n

Hx.k) = E\9 ifx, noOO»     *(*.*) = E^fTT-FwOO-¿tí (2n + 1) ! S    (2n) !

We now define T^ (z) arising from an odd function generator t(x, k) to be

an odd polynomial of rank 2n + 1, and F(„) (z) generated by an even function

v ( x, k ) to be an even polynomial of rank 2n, and write

3T(») (z) « T2n+i (z),       V(n) (z) = V2n (z),
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so that the degree of a set containing a given polynomial is the greatest integer

in half the rank. This change in notation is essential for the further develop-

ment, as without it the application of the symbolic calculus of Blissard and

Lucas is impracticable.    Exhibiting the ranks rather than the degrees we have

00    ( _   1 \n ~2n+l

t(x,k) = E (2n | i} ,  ?Wi (z) = sin T(z)x,

'(*>*)   =  Ê ( ~<l YS V,n (g) = COS V(Z)X,S    (2w)!

the trigonometric forms being the purely symbolic equivalents of the series.

The principles of the symbolic method, which we shall use freely in the

sequel, having been fully treated by Blissard, Lucas and Glaisher, in the works

cited, we need not recall them here, except to emphasize the caution that in

all operations with symbolic powers zero exponents must be included. Thus

the first term of cos V(z)x is V0(z), not unity; the symbolic binomial

(p + q)2 = p2 q° + 2p1 q1 + p°q2=P2q0 + 2pi qL + p0q2, not p2 + 2px qx + q2;

and (p — p)2 = 2(p2p0 — p\), obtained from (p — q)2 by putting q = p

in the final form of the latter.

8. That a is one of the cross ratio substitutions for An ( z ) may be indicated

by writing an, but for simplicity we shall put an An ( z ) = aAn ( z ). Anal-

ogously to the sn, en, ns, • • • notation for elliptic functions we denote each

of the six polynomials 1^4n(z) = An(z), aAn(z), ßAn(z), • ■ •, tAn(z) by

a double letter symbol IA = A , a A, ßA , ■ ■ •, eA, and in any such a A regard

the a, A as inseparable. In Blissard's method An(z) is written An (z), or

An when z is understood, the exponent being purely symbolic, and A is called

an umbra. Similarly we now have (aA)n = aAn, since a A is one symbol,

and our umbrae are double-letter symbols a A. It is important to note once

for all that ( a A )n is not an An in which a" has the usual meaning as a power

of a substitution.

9. We require the operations transforming the generators of T, V into those

of aT, aV respectively. Let f(x, 1c) denote an arbitrary function of x, k,

and Qi an operator which applied to/ transforms it as follows:

Qif(x,i) =<t>i(k)f(xti(k),xi(k)).

WTe regard 0, as a tripartite operator,

ß,=  {*(*), fc(*),Xi(i)},

which replaces k inf (x,k) by Xi(k) ,x by x^i (k), and multiplies the function

thus transformed by tf>% ( k ). Hence the product Qj fit in which ßi is applied

first is

ítoa-)to(xy(¿0),       ti(k)h(Xi(k)),       Xi(Xi(k))\;
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and if f(x, k) is odd in x, even in k,

{0,</s x} = Í-0, - i1, x\ = Í0, 4>, - x};

while if /(x, k) is even in both x and k,

Í0, 1rs x} = Í0, - <A, xí = Í0, ^, - x\ ■

Let <t', o- denote any cross ratio substitutions for T^n+iiz), V2n(z) re-

spectively, so that symbolically

°°   ( —  1 )" .T2"

cos <rV(z)x = E     /0\i    <*Vin(z);
ÍZÓ    (2n)l

and designate by s', s operators such that

s' t(x, k) = sin <r'T (z)x,       sv(x, k) = cos trV(z)x.

Then by inspection of the series, the Greek and Latin letters (a, a),

(a', a'), • • •, (<r, s), (<r', s') corresponding, we have

1   = {1,1, k}, 1 =

a' = {-i/k',ik', 1/k'}, a =

V = {-i/k,ik,ik'/k}, b =

c' = \\/k,k, l/k], c =

d' = { — i, i, k'\, d =

e' = {l/k',k',ik/k'\;

1,1, k],

\,ik', l/k'},

1, ik, ik'/k} ,

l,h, l/k],

l,i,k'\,

e - {l.A'.tA/Jfe'}.

From the definitions the s' form a group G' which is simply isomorphic to T

and whose multiplication table is obtained from that in § 2 upon replacing

each Greek letter by its accented Latin correspondent; the multiplication

table for the group G of operators s is obtained from G' by suppressing accents.

The explicit forms of the operators given above can be verified easily on com-

bining them according to the formulas developed for the B¡, noting that the s'

refer to an odd, and the s to an even function.

10. Thus far s' has been applied only to the odd t(x, k), and * to the even

v(x, k). The following cases are of equal importance, and they may be

seen at once from the definitions.    If

»'= W(k),V(k),x'(k)},       then       »- [I,?(k),X'(k)];

s'v(x,k) = 4>'(k)-sv(x, k),        st(x,k)= -s't(x,k).
0 (k)
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11. We now specialize the even V in each of two ways and the odd T in

one way, .getting in all for each integral degree n^Oa system of twelve

polynomials distributed into two cyclic sets and one anharmonic. Indicating

that the modulus of the elliptic functions is k by writing sn(:r, k), etc., we

define the fundamental polynomials S, C, P and their anharmonic transforms

t'S , aC, aP by their symbolic generators,

sn (x, k) = sin S (z)x, s' sn (x, k) = sin a'S {z)x,

en (x, k) = cos C(z)x, s en (x,k) = cos aC(z)x,

x ns (x, k) e= cos P (z)x;       sx ns (x, k) = cos aP (z)x.

From the elements of elliptic functions the coefficients in S2n+X ( z ), C2n ( z )

are positive integers, C2„ ( z ) is of degree n — 1 in z, and S2n+i is a reciprocal

polynomial of degree n in z. Hence P2n (z) is a reciprocal polynomial, since

x ns x = x/sa. x. Therefore, omitting ranks from the notation, the coefficients

in each of the sets a'S(z), aC (z) are integers, those in aP (z) are rational

but not integral, and of the three sets a'S(z), aP(z) are cyclic, aC(z) is

anharmonic.

12. If for all values of z whose absolute value does not exceed a constant

different from zero the algebraic relation F(z) = 0 holds, then it is easily

seen that F ( z' ) = 0 is an identity in arbitrary z'. Hence in all polynomial

formulas we consider z arbitrary, it being understood that when F(z) is

regarded as a coefficient in an infinite series z is such as to render the series

absolutely convergent (all the series discussed have radius of convergence

> 0 ), but that in all other connections z is arbitrary.

13. For convenience of comparison with Glaisher's grouping of the elliptic

functions into triads we give the complete set of generators :

sn (x, k) = sin S (z)x, x ns (x, k) = cos P (z)x,

en (x, k) = cos C(z)x, x cs (x, k) = cos aP(z)x,

dn (x, k) = cos 7C(z)a:; x ds (a:, k) = cos ßP(z)x;

dc (ar, k) = cos aC(z)x, cd (x, k) = cos eC(z)x,

nc ( x, k ) = cos 8C ( z ) x, sd ( x, k ) = sin ßS ( z ) x,

sc (x, k) = sin aS(z)x; nd (x, k) = cos ßC(z)x.

Glaisher points out that of the four triads the second is the most symmetrical,

and that it should be taken as a basis for the jacobian elliptic functions rather

than the traditional first. From the present point of view the second triad

frequently appears to be wholly anomalous: while the sets a'S(z), aC(z) in

many significant ways can be regarded as forming one complete system, the
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set aP (z) stands apart in the majority of relations of a specific type. We see

in a moment that <rP ( z ) is related to the Bernoulli numbers, a'S ( z ), aC ( z ) to

those of Genocchi and Euler respectively. Hence we have another instance

of that superficial similarity and radical difference between the numbers of

Bernoulli and Euler which has often been remarked.

14. When z = 1 and hence k = 1 the elliptic functions degenerate to circular

functions of the gudermannian of x. From the values of these as given by

Cayley, p. 59, and the symbolic generators for the B, E, G, R (numbers of

Bernoulli, Euler, Genocchi and Lucas) in Lucas 5, p. 262, we find at once

x ns(x, 1

cn (x, 1

dn (a;, 1

2x sn (x, 1

x ds (x, 1

x cs (x, 1

= ix cot ix = cos 2Bix,

= sec ix = cos Eix,

= sec ix = cos Eix,

= — 2ix tan ix = — cos 2Gix,

= ix cosec ix = 2 cos Rix,

= ix cosec ix = 2 cos Rix.

The even suffix notation of Lucas is used for all B, E, G, R, and the last

two are defined by

G2n = 2(l -22n)B2 R2n = (1 -22»"1)5! in ■

We require a fifth system of numbers H2n+i, the so-called tangent coefficients,

shown presently to be integers > 0,

Hin+l-

(_l)n+l
22"G:2»+2

(-1)" 22n+l(22n+2_   l)B2n+2.
1 n + 1

Comparing coefficients of like powers of x in the generators above with

those in § 13 we have for n i£ 0, r > 0 (note that in each case the degenerate

form is expressed as a function of the rank 2n or 2w + 1 ),

S2n+1 ( 1

aS2n+i ( 1

ßS2n+i(l

C2n(l

aC0(l

ßC2n(l

= #2n+l, P2„ ( 1 ) = ( - 1 )n 22rt B2n = (2z)2« B2n,

=  (-!)«=   -i.i*»+\      aPin(l)   =2(-   l)nRin   =  2¿2«ñ2„,

= ( - 1 )« = - i-i2^; ßP2n ( 1 ) = 2 ( - 1 )« R2n = 2i2n R2n;

= (-l)nE2n = i2nEin, ydn(l) - ( - 1 )" E2n = i2n E2n,

= l,aC2r(l) = 0, 8C2n(l) = (-l)" = i2\

= (-l)" = -¿2"; e(7o(l) = l,       £C2r(l)=0

The coefficients in <S2n+i ( z ), C2n ( z ) being integers > 0, so also are //2B+i,

(-   IT Ein.
Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 7.
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15. An identity between some or all of the twelve elliptic functions implies

and is implied by the identity between polynomials which is obtained upon

equating coefficients of like powers of the argument x, and as degenerate

cases for z = 1 of these identities we have relations between the numbers

B, E, H, R. The elliptic identities may conveniently be segregated into

classes according to the groups G, G' of § 9. All the identities arising from a

given one by successive applications of the operations of G belong to the first

class, all those similarly derived by means of G' belong to the second, and there

are subsidiary classes corresponding to the cyclic subgroups of orders 3,2.

Polynomial identities derived from elliptic identities of a given class belong to

one class. Elliptic identities are further subdivided into types according to

the degree of the identity in sn, en, • • •, and the derived polynomial relations

are similarly subdivided, the degenerate cases being included. By means of

the table in § 2 and those next given, together with the formulas of § 10, we

write down immediately from any elliptic identity all others of the same type,

and hence on replacing the elliptic functions by their symbolic trigonometric

equivalents from § 13 we at once infer all the polynomial relations of one type.

It is clear that once the elliptic identity is given the rest of the process demands

very little labor. In the next part we develop the symbolic method proper

to the subject, and this still further reduces the algebra.

Consider any one of the polynomial relations. This is an identity in z and

hence, z being arbitrary, it is equivalent to a set of identical relations between

the coefficients of the several polynomials. The coefficients of S2n+X ( z ) are

n + 1 integers > 0 into which H2n+X is partitioned; those of C2n(z) are n

integers > 0 into which ( — 1 )" E2„ is partitioned, and those of P2n ( z ) are a

rational but not integral partition of ( — ' 1 )" 22n B2n. From the explicit

values of the transformed coefficients in § 3 the coefficients of the transforms

of the fundamental polynomials S, C, P are known in terms of the foregoing

partitions, and hence the polynomial relation is equivalent to a theorem con-

cerning partitions of a certain kind of the numbers B, E, H of various ranks.

Similar remarks apply to congruences between such of the polynomials as take

integral values when z is an integer. This aspect is not further elaborated

here, as its complete discussion presupposes a knowledge of the arithmetical

form of the coefficients in C2n(z), S2n+i(z).* It is not difficult to give

implicit arithmetical definitions of these coefficients, but this is not what is

required.

* The well known method of Hermite (10, pp. 265, 269) for calculating Ci„ (z), /S»n+i (z)

does not give the required information, as recognized by Hermite himself (12, p. 237). His

second solution (ibid.), as pointed out by the editors of his works, unfortunately is erroneous,

and even if it were correct it is difficult to see what the general coefficient would be from the

forms of those given. Writers on elliptic functions seem to have overlooked Hermit e's re-

marks in the second citation, and to have assumed that his first paper is sufficient.
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16. From the multiplication tables of G, G' combined with the results of the

linear transformations of sn ( x, k ), cn ( x, k ) (as given for example by Glaisher

(6, p. 120)) we have the following for the generators of the a'S, aP:

sn sc sd x ns x   x es x   x ds x

a

b'

sn sc sd

sc sd sn

sd sn sc

a

b'

a; ns a; x es x x ds x

x es x £ ds a: ins x

a; ds a;   a; ns a;    x es x

the argument being x and the modulus k.    Since each set is cyclic the trans-

formations c', d', e' are respectively identical with 1, a', b'.    Corresponding

to § 5 we have : any symmetric function of all the members of either of these

cyclic sets is an invariant of 1, a', b'.

For the anharmonic set the table is

cn dc    nd    dn nc cd

1

a

b

c

d

c

cn de nd dn nc cd

de nd cn nc cd dn

nd cn de cd dn nc

dn cd nc cn nd dc

nc dn cd dc cn nd

cd nc dn nd dc cn

The modulus and argument in each case are k, x. Any symmetric function

of the members of the following pairs ( cn, dn ), ( dc, dn ), ( dn, nd ) is an

invariant of the group (l,c),(l,d)or(l,e) respectively; any symmetric

function of dn, nc, cd is an invariant of ( 1, a, b ), and any symmetric function

of cn, dc, nd, dn, nc, cd is an invariant of G.

17. One example will suffice to show how all the relations of a given type

may be written down from one of them. When k or k' occurs as a factor it is

replaced in the final result by its z-equivalent. The modulus being k, consider

sn2 x + en2 x = 1.    From this, since 0 ( k ) = 1 for each s,

(ssni)2+ (s cn x)2 = 1.

Putting s = a we have, by § 10 and the form of a' in § 9,

(ik' a' sn x)2 + (a en x)2 = 1 ;

and hence from the tables in § 16,  — k' se2 x + de2 x = 1.    To illustrate

useful processes we shall also consider in detail the effects of operating with s'.

Let*'s W, V,x')-   Then

s'[sn2a; + cn2a:] = *'1 =<t>'(k);

<t>'(k)[Sn2(xrf,'(k),x'(k))+cn2(xt'(k),x'(k))]=:<t>'(k);
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sn2(xí'(k),x'(k))+cn2(xt'(k),x'(k)) - 1;

-J-■(*' sn (x, k))2 + (s en (x, k))2 = 1,
0   («)

and hence for s' = a', — k'2 se2 a; + de2 a; = 1.

With a little practice the transform can be written down by inspection in

any case directly from §§ 9, 10, 16.    Thus the complete set here is

(1),

( a or o' ),

(b or b'),

(core'),

(dora"),

( e or e' ),

whence the final forms

en2 x + sn2 x =

de2 x — k' se2 x —

nd2 x — k2 sd2 x =

dn2 x + k2 sn2 x =

ne2 a; — se2 x =

cd2 x + k' sd2 a; =

cos2 C(z)x + sin2 S(z)x = 1,

cos2 aC (z) a: — ( 1 — z) sin2 aS (z ) x = 1,

cos2 |3C(z)x - z sin2 0S(z)x = 1,

cos2 yC(z)x + z sin2 S(z)x = 1,

cos2 8C ( z ) x — sin2 aS ( z ) x = 1,

cos2eC(z)a;-r- (1 - z) sin2 0S (z)x = 1.

Simple rules may be devised for v.iting down the appropriate multipliers

such as z, 1 — z above, from the forms of the s' > s and § 10, for the several

terms of any symbolic identity when the argument z of the polynomials is

transformed by the substitutions of T. As these present no difficulty we

omit them.

II.   Isomorphism with elliptic functions

18. To find the polynomial relation equivalent to a given elliptic identity

we evidently must consider the properties of products of ¿ symbolic sines and r

symbolic cosines in the cases r,¿>0;r>0,¿ = 0;r = 0,¿>0. When

several symbolic factors of a product are identical we proceed as in the follow-

ing example. Let X, n denote umbrae (§8), and suppose the coefficient of

xn in cos2 Xa; is required. We write cos2 Xa; = cos \x cos jux, find the coefficient

of xn in cos Xx cos ¿ux by actual multiplication of the series for cos Xx, cos px or

otherwise (§ 24), and in the result, after each exponent of X, ß has been degraded
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to a suffix, replace p by X. Once more we emphasize that in all expansions

zero exponents must be included.   Thus X, n, ■ ■ ■, v being umbrae,

r\p\ • • • v. r\ pi • • • ¿!

the ^ extending to all r i£ 0, p =£ 0, • • •, t =£ 0 such that

r + p + ••• + t = n.

As always, 0! = 1, and after the completion of all formal operations (multipli-

cations, divisions, etc.) Xr np ■ ■ ■ vl is to be replaced by Xr ßP • ■ ■ vt. By con-

vention, for any particular choice of the signs,

( ± X! ± Mm ± ■■■ ± "n)° - Xo m° • ■ • "° = Xo fio ■ ■ ■ vo ■

19. All letters X, • • • , w' denote umbrae, and the sets A, A', Z,

Z'^ (X,m, •••,p),(X',M', •••,/), (f,í, ••;,0),(r', {',••',»') con-
tain respectively r,t,f,p letters.    For n is 0 write

(A|A')"= £±(±X±m± ••• ±P±X'±m'± ••• ±r')n,

in which all the exponents are symbolic, the summation extends to the 2r+t

possible combinations of signs within the parentheses, and the outer sign in

each case is the product of the signs of X', ¡j.' , • • ■, t' . The important special

cases t = 0, r = 0 give respectively

(A|)" = Z(±X±M± ••• ±P)\

(|A')n = Z±(±X'±m'± ••• ±t')b.

The umbral factors of (A|A')n are by definition X, /u, • • • , p, X', p!, • - -, r',

and similarly for the others. If in these the letters be interpreted as ordinary

quantities and the exponents as algebraic we have precisely the symmetric

functions considered by Kronecker, cf. § 26.

By definition the respective types of ( A | A' )n, ( A | )n, ( | A' )" are ( r \ t ),

(r|0), (0|¿), and the weight of each is n, = the sum of the suffixes in the final

non-symbolic forms of each. Considered as functions of Xy, • • • , r'k these

final forms are homogeneous of degrees r + t, r, t respectively, the degree in

any case being equal to the total number of letters in the bar function ( A | A' )n,

etc. The properties of these functions (A|A')", • • • are immediate from the

expressions in § 20 for their symbolic generators. From the principles of the

symbolic calculus as developed by Blissard and Lucas it is evident that prod-

ucts, etc., of symbolic sines and cosines can be combined formally according

to the rules of trigonometry, and that the coefficients of like powers of x in the

several transforms thus effected of any identity are equal. By starting from

the elliptic functions of a pure imaginary argument the development can be
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carried out isomorphically to the theory of the hyperbolic instead of the

circular functions. This in some respects is preferable, but being committed

to the other by Lucas' trigonometric generators for B, E, G, R in § 14 we

shall not follow it.

20. Replacing each symbolic sine or cosine by its exponential equivalent

we see immediately that

2r+t cos Xa; cos fix • • • cos px sin X' x sin p.' x • • • sin r' x

= (- lp'sin (A|A')a;   or    ( - l)2 cos (A|A').t

according as t is odd or even;

2r cos Xa: cos px • • • cos px = cos ( A | ) x;

and according as t is odd or even,

i-i í
2' sin X'x sin p'x • • • sin t'x = ( — 1 ) 2  sin ( | A')x   or    ( — 1 )2cos ( A'| )x,

all of which are included in the first. Hence ( A | A' )" is an even function of

each of the r letters in A, and an odd function of each of the t letters in A';

or, (A|A')re of type (r\t) is r-fold even and ¿-fold odd. Moreover (A[A')n

is symmetric in the letters in A, also in those in A'. Again, from the gener-

ators, (A|A')2n = 0 if t is odd, while (A|A')2n+1 = 0 if t is even. The corre-

sponding statements for (A| )", ( |A')n are included as special cases.

21. In (A|A')n we are concerned with (1) the umbrae X, ■ ■ ■ , t'; (2) the

type ( r \ t) ; (3) the weight n. Each of these has a species of addition theorem.

Denote by (A, Z) the set consisting of all the letters in A together with all

those in Z, and similarly for ( A', Z' ). Then ( ( A, Z ) \ ( A', Z' ) )n is of type

((r + f)\(t + p)), and is symmetric in A, Z, also in A', Z'. The addition

theorems with respect to types are given by the following, all of which are

obvious on remarking that the generator of ( ( A, Z ) \ ( A', Z' ) )n is the product

of the generators of (A|A')n, (Z\Z')n, and reapplying the several cases of

the generators in § 20 to these products before equating coefficients of like

powers of x.    Let (n, t, p) = (n', t', p') mod 2; then

(n',t',p')       4((A,Z)\(A',Z')r       ((r+f)\(t + p))

(0,0,0) ((A|A'),(Z|Z')|)» ((r|0,(/|p)|)

(0,1,1) (|(A|A'),(Z|Z'))- (\(r\t),(f\p))

(1,0, -1) ((A\A')\(Z\Z')T ((r\t)\(f\p))

(1,1,0) ((Z|Z')|(A|A'))B (U»l(r!<))

For example, when n ,t,p are all even, a function of type ((r +f)\(t + p))

is expressible linearly in terms of functions of types (r\t), (f\p) in the manner
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shown in the second column. The calculation of such a function is thus

reduced to a series of symbolic multiplications (and subsequent additions) of

functions whose types are (r\t), (f\p).

22. Omitting the addition theorems for the umbrae we restrict the discussion

of those for the weights to the particularly important cases of two and three

letters. The general case of n umbrae is treated similarly. In all that follows

multiplications indicated by dots are purely symbolic. These are performed

analogously to algebraic multiplications but by the addition of suffixes instead

of exponents.    Thus

(Xr + Mr)-(X< + Ut)   =  Xr-Xt + K-pt + Mr-X( + Pr-Pt

— Xr+i + Xr Pt + Pr Xj + Pr+t',

X2-X3 = X5; X2-X2 = X4, not X|.    Algebraic multiplication is a special case

of this.

Taking first the case of two umbra? X,/twe define auxiliary functions {} by

2{x,M|}r = 0r + ^r,     2{\\,pY = v-y,

<t>=\ + p,       ^=\ — p,       r^O,

and put Lr=LT= {X, p\ }r, Mr = MT = {|X, p\r.   Then

4L2' = (X, p\)2r,       4M2' = (|X, p)2r,       4M2r+1 = (\\p)2r+1.

We have 0r = Lr + Mr, 0r = Lr - Mr, and hence for t ^ 0,

0^< = (Lr + Mr)-(Lt + Mt),       r*' = (Lr-Mr)-(Lt-Mt).

On the other hand

2Lr+t = 0r+i + 0^',       2Mr+t = 0r+< - 0r+i.

Whence, substituting for 0r+<, 4,r+t and degrading exponents, we have the

addition theorems

Lr+t = LrLt + MrMt,       Mr+t = LrMt + MT-Lt.

For example Lx = Xi p0, L2 = X2 Mo + Pi X0, Mi = X0 pi, M2 = 2Xi pi;

hence Li-L2 = X3 mo + Xi p2, MiM2 = 2Xi p2.   Again

¿1 = iI(X + M)3 + (X - p)3] = X3 mo + 3XIJU2,

so that ¿3 = Li-Li + Mi-Mi as required by the first of the theorems.

23. The case* of three umbrae X, p, v is treated in the same way, and we need

* If X, /t, v be interpreted as ordinaries and exponents as algebraic, the special cases of the

addition theorems of the first kind (in §21) for the function« ( X, n, v \}r, etc., which are of the

same form as those for (X, n, v\)r, etc., have interesting consequences when r is prime for

Fermat's quotients. Cf. Bachmann, Journal für Mathematik, vol. 142 (1913),

pp. 41-50; Dickson, History of the Theory of Numbers, vol. I, p. 111.
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give only the results.    There can be no confusion between a, ß, y, 8 here and

the substitutions of T, nor between B and the Bernoulli numbers.    Write

a = \ + p+v,       AAr = A{\, p, V\Y = ar + p + yr + Sr,

ß = X - p + v,       45r = 4{X, ii\v\r = ar + & - yr - 8r,

y « X + /x - v,       4Cr = 4} |X, p,v}r = ar - ßr - yr + 8r,

8 = X - p -v,       4/)rE= 4{j>|X, p\T = ar - ßr + yr - 8r,

and put Ar, Br, Cr, Dr = AT, Br, Cr, Dr.   We have

8A2r = (X, p, v\)2r,       8B2r+l = (X, p\v)2r+1,

8C™ = (|X, p, v)™, 8D2' = (f|X, p)2r,

and the addition theorem for r, t s 0,

^r+í = Ar-At + Br-B, + Cr'C, + Dr-Dt,

Br+t = Ar-Bt + Br-At + Cr-Dt + D,-Ct,

Cr+t  = Ar-Ct + Br-Dt + Cr'A, + DTBt,

Dr+t = ArBt + Br-Ct + Cr-Bt + DrAt.

There also are multiplication theorems for the calculation of Anr, etc., but

we shall omit these.

24. As they are frequently useful we write down the {} equivalents for 2

and 3 letters of the generators in § 20:

cos Xx cos px = cos {X, p |} x = cos {p, X |} x,

sin Xx sin px = — cos {|X, p)x = — cos {\p, X}x,

cos Xx sin px = sin {X|p,}x = sin {p, X| }x,

sin Xx cos p.x = sin {p-lM^ = sin {X, ju| }x;

cos Xx cos px COSPX = cos {X, p, v\ )x = cos {{X,p.|},j'|}x,

cos Xx cos p-x sin vx = sin {X, p\v}x = sin {v, {X, p\ ) \ )x,

sin Xx sin px sin vx = — sin } |X, p, v}x = — sin [v, {|X, p] | ¡x,

sin Xx sin px cos vx = — cos {p|X, p}x = — cos {{|X, p] , v\ }x.

25. None of the twelve polynomials can be computed by linear recurrence,

that is, by an ordinary difference equation of finite order, since otherwise an

elliptic function would satisfy a linear differential equation of finite order and

the first degree. We now give two symbolic linear recurrences by means of

which, in conjunction with the foregoing addition theorems, the actual com-

putation of all the polynomials can be effected systematically without reference

to elliptic functions.    Or, by using the results of §§ 30, 31, the polynomials can
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be calculated directly from the recurrences.    The addition theorems in any

case shorten the labor but are not indispensable.

To find the recurrences for L, M of § 22 we proceed as if X, p were ordinaries,

forming the equation in w whose roots are 0, 0 and multiplying the result by

wn, finally degrading exponents and replacing ordinary products by dot

multiplications (§ 22). The formal algebraic details parallel those for the

case of ordinaries, as given for example by Lucas 5, pp. 308-310, and may be

omitted.    For w = either L or M, and n ¡=s 0, we find

Wn+i  — 2X1-iO„+i -|- (X2  — Pi)-Wn  = 0,

with the initial values directly from the definitions of L, M,

Lo = XoMo,       Li = Xijuo,       Mo = 0,       Mi = XoMi-

Thus for n = 0, w = L, we have

Li = 2Xi-ii — (X2 — Pi)-Lo = 2Xi-XiMo — (X2 — M2)-XoMo

= 2X2 Mo — X2 Mo + Xo M2 = X2 Mo + X0 M2,

which is correct.    Put n = 1 :

¿3 = 2Xi-(X2 Mo + X0M2) — (X2 — M2)-Xi Mo = X3 Mo + 3Xi M2,

and so on.

Similarly if w is any one of A, B, C, D,

Wn+i  — 4Xl-W„+3 + 2 ( 3X2  — M2  — V2 ) ■ Wn+i  ~ 4 ( X3 — Xl M2  ~ M2 Vi)'Wn+l

+ (X* + pi + Vi — 2X2 M2 - 2m2 Vi — 2v2 X2)'WH = 0;

Ao = XoMo^o, -Bo = 0,

;4i = XiMo»'o, ■Bi = XoMo»'i,

Ai — X2 Mo vo + Xo M2 fo + Xo Mo v-2 , B2 = 2Xi Mo "1,

A3 = X3 mo vo + 3Xi M2 vq + 3Xi mo Vi, B3 = Xo mo "3 + 3X2 m.o vi + 3X0 M2 fi]

Co = 0, D0 = 0,

Ci = 0, Di = Xo Mi^o,

C2 = 2Xo Mi "1 ) D2 = 2Xi Mi ̂ 0,

C3 = 6X1 Mi Vît D3 = Xo M3 ̂o + 3X2 Mi vo + 3Xo Mi v2.

Provided multiplications be interpreted as above, viz., as dot multiplications,

the theory of such symbolic recurrences is obviously identical in its formal

aspects with that of ordinary recurrences. Hence for L, M we have at once

isomorphs of all the algebraic formulas developed by Lucas for his U, V.

Thus, for example, L, M are expressible as symbolic continuants, cf. Lucas 4,
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p. 193. Similarly A, B, C, D have symbolic properties completely

analogous to the algebraic relations between any system of four independent

solutions of

yn+i + pyn+3 + qyn+2 + ryn+x + syn = 0;

in particular there are symbolic equivalents of the generalized continued

fractions of Jacobi, Fiirstenau, and others. This can be continued in the

same way for functions of 4, 5, • • • , n umbrae.

There is a more general aspect of the formulas of this part which is useful

elsewhere. The development of any function of x which is even, odd, or

arbitrary in x can be written in the symbolic forms

cos nx,   sin f x,    cos vx + i sin fx

respectively, and the coefficient of x" in the product of any number of such

functions can be most readily investigated by the symbolic trigonometry

which we have sketched. When n functions are concerned the symbolic

recurrences are of order n.

One special case of interest may be mentioned. As remarked in § 19, ( A | )n,

( | A' )n, when exponents are interpreted as algebraic and the umbrae as ordi-

naries, are the symmetric functions of Kronecker 13, p. 385, which he took as

his point of departure for deducing certain properties of the Bernoulli numbers.

The step-by-step symbolic interpretation of Kronecker's analysis may be made

without difficulty, and all his formulas translated into terms of umbrae in-

stead of ordinaries. The formulas thus derived contain his as limiting cases.

Bernoulli numbers enter Kronecker's formulas as coefficients in the expansion

of hyperbolic tangents, and hence the manner in which they appear is quite

distinct from that of the present discussion.

26. Corresponding to any product of elliptic functions there is a unique

product of symbolic sines and cosines, and hence a unique (A|A')n. From

any elliptic identity we write down an identity between bar functions of general

odd or even weight. When the identity contains ns x, es x or ds x it is first

multiplied throughout by the lowest power of x such that these functions can

be replaced by x ns x, x es x or x ds x respectively wherever they occur. Now

the umbrae X, p, • • •, t' in (A|A')n are its umbral factors (§ 19), and hence

the isomorphism between elliptic and polynomial identities is complete.

III.   Algebraic relations and congruences

27. For z = 1 the polynomials degenerate to Bernoulli and allied numbers,

§ 14. Let c» denote a complex cube root of unity. The cases z = — w,

z = i, which by an obvious analogy may be called the equianharmonic and

harmonic, are noted here in passing.    They are characterized by the vanishing
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of certain invariants (§ 4).    Write

An(z),aAn(z),ßAn(z) = An(z),A'n(z),Al(z),

An(z)    A'n(z)    AM

AM
AM

I«(z) =

Then from the table in § 2,

h(z) =

AM
An(z)

AM
AM

An(z)

otAn(z)

ßAn(z)

AM
«AM
ßAM

AM
«AM
ßAM

and from the values of a', ß' in § 1, it is evident that this vanishes when

z = a z, z ß'z, a' z = ß' z, that is, when z = — w, — w2.    Hence

/.(-«) =h(-<J) =0,

and therefore from the tables in §§ 13, 16 we have, when u = — « or — w2,

S¡n+i (u) + aS32n+1 (u) + ßS32n+i (u)

- 3«S2n+i(u)aS2n+i(u)ßS2n+i(u) = 0,

Pl+i (u)+ aPL+i ( u ) + ßP32n+i ( u )

- 3P2n+i(u)aP2n+L(u)ßP2n+i(u) = 0,

*CL(«) + aC\n(u) +j8C£,(u) - %C2n(u)aC2n(u)ßC2n(u) = 0,

yC32n(u) + eC¡n(u) + ôCL(u) - SyC2n(u)eCin(u)8C2n(u) = 0,

the fourth of which follows from the third on transforming by 7, or it is

independently obvious from the last table in § 16. The product of the last

two is another invariant of the same form which vanishes for the same values

of u. This invariant corresponds to the entire last table in § 16, the deter-

minant of which is a circulant of the sixth order, and hence, by a well known

theorem of Glaisher, is expressible as a circulant of the third order. From the

values of a", ß" in § 1 and the form of /„ ( z ) each of these invariants vanishes

also when z = 0, 1. The harmonic invariants are written down in the

same way.

28. Applying the first formulas of § 24 to the final set in § 17 we have, for

n > 0,

{C,C|i2"- {|S,»S}2» = 0,

\aC,aC\}2+ (1 -z){\aS,aS}2n = 0,

{ßC,ßC\}2n + z{\ßS,ßS]2n = 0,

bC,7C|!2"-z{|S,S}2« = 0,

15C,5C|}2"+ {\aS,aS}2n = 0,

{eC,eC\}2«- (1 -z)\\ßS,ßS]2n = 0,
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in which C = C(z), and likewise for the rest,    I1 or z = 1 we get from § 14

the corresponding degenerate form, ( i = V — 1 ),

{Œ,iE\}2n - {\H,H\2n = 0,      or      (-l)n{E, E\}2n = {\H, H\2n,

from the first or fourth of the above.   The remaining degenerate forms are

identities between powers of i.    In full the degenerate relation is

n n

( —   1 )" ¿L ( 2" ) -^2n-2r E2r  ~   ¿1 ( 2r2"l ) H2n-2r+X H2r-X .
r=0 r=l

Similarly for the polynomials P with n > 1,

{P, P\ }2n - \ßP, ßP\ }2n = 0,        [P,P\\2n - {aP, aP\ }2n = 0,

22«-2{B,B\}2n - {Ä,Ä|}2n = 0,

the first of which corresponds to

x2 ns2 x — x2 ds2 x = x2 k2,

and the second comes from this as shown in § 17 by transforming with respect

to a.    The degenerate relation reduces by § 14 to

¿ ( & ) ( 22«-2-1 + 22-l  -   1 ) B2n-2r B2r  =  0.

29. It is well known that all the algebra including the addition theorems of

the elliptic functions follows from the square relations en2 x + sn2 x = 1,

etc., and the expressions for the derivatives of sn x, en x. Hence all relations

between the polynomials are implicit in § 28 and the formulas next given,

which are written down from the expressions for the derivatives of sn x, en x,

x ns x and their transforms by § 16, or directly from the first member of each

of the three sets as suggested at the end of § 17. The first formulas of § 24

are used for all, and the results may be checked at a glance by comparing with

Glaisher 6, p. 92.    Thus, the dot being as in § 22, we obtain from

sn (x, k) = sin S (z)x,
by differentiation,

en (x, k) dn (x, k) = Sx(z)- cos S (z)x,

or

cos C(z)x cos yC(z)x = Sx(z)- cos S(z)x,

which gives at once the first of the following :

S2n+1= {C7,7C|}2", (2n + l)P2n+2= - {aP,ßP\}2n+2,

aS2n+x = {aC, 8C\\2n, (2n+l)aP2^2 = - {P,ßP\}2n+2,

ßS2n+x = ¡ßC, eC\ }2"; (2n + l)ßP2n+2 = - [P,aP\ }2»+2;

C2n+2 - {S, yC\ }2n+1, yC2n+2 = zÍS, C| }2n+1,

c*C2n+2 - - ( 1 - z){aS, 8C\}2n+1, 8C2n+2 = - {aS, aC\ }2"+1,

ßC2n+2 - - z[ßS, *C\ }2n+1; 6C2n+2 = (l-z){ßS,ßC\ }2n+1,
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in all of which n ¡S 0. By means of the L, M addition theorems (§ 22) and

recurrences (§ 25) all of the polynomials can be calculated successively, and

without excessive labor, from the initial values for n = 0, 1 (which are given

by the definitions).    Putting z = 1 as before we find the degenerate forms:

H2n+, = (-\y{E,E\\2\ (2n + l)22»52n+2= - {R,R\}2n+2,

E2n+2 = ( - 1 )n+1{H, iE\}2", (2n + 1 )R2n+i = - {2B, R\}2"+2;

whence, by comparison with those in § 29,

i/2»+i = {\H,H}2\       (2n + l)B2n+2 = - \B,B\\2»+2.

30. As a last example of relations involving bar functions of not more than

two umbrae we take the identities which express the elliptic functions as prod-

ucts of two others, and those between the functions and their reciprocals.

The argument is z, as before.

S2n+i= {aS,C\}2^= {ßS,yC\}2»+\

aS2n+i = {ßS, aC|}2»+1 = {8, 8C\}2n+l:

ßS2n+i = {S^CI}**1 = {aS,eC|}2«+1;

P2„ = {aP,5C|}2» = [ßP,ßC\]2\

aP2n = \ßP,tC\\2"= {P,C|j2",

ßP2n= {P,yC\}2« = {aP,aC\}2»;

(2n + l)C2n= \8,aP\}***, C2n= {yC,eC\\2»,

(2n + l)aC2n = {aS.ßPD**1, aC2n = {8C,yC\}2\

(2n + l)ßCm = {ßS, P|}**+1, ßC2n = {eC, oC|}2",

(2n+l)7C2„= [8,ßP\\**+1, yC2n = {C,aC\}2n,

(2n+l)8C2n = {*S,P| }*•+», 8C2n = \aC, ßC\]2n,

(2n + l)eC2„ = {ßS, aP\)***, eC2n = {ßC, C|}2";

whence the degenerate forms,

¿/2„+i = (-l)n{l,£|}2n+1, {1,£|}2» = 0,   n>0,

1 = (-l)»Lff,i|}**«, (2n + l)Eu = 2(-ir{H,iR\}2»+1,

22n~lB2n= {Ä,l|}2", {1,Ä|}**+1 =0,   n >0,

2n + l = {1,2£|¡2"+1, 2R2n={2B,E\\2
)2n
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31. The simplest general relations between polynomials of one kind and of

several ranks are found from the differential equations for the elliptic functions.

Let X, p, v denote umbrae and consider functions v, ¿, w, u of x such that

v = cos Xx, v" = av + 2bv3,

t = sin px, t" = ct + 2dt3,

w = xu = cos vx,       u" = gu + 2hu3,

in which a, b, c, d, g, h are independent of x, and double accents denote

second derivatives with respect to x. Then v, t, u are elliptic functions, and

hence X, p, v polynomials in z ( = the square of the modulus). From the

differential equations for ï, ¿, w we get by substituting the symbolic trigo-

nometric equivalents of v, t, w, performing the differentiations and equating

coefficients of like powers of x,

X2n+2 + «X2„ + 26JX, X, X| }2" = 0,

P2«+3 + cp2n+x - 2d{ \p, p, p}2n+1 = 0,

n(2n+l)v2n+2 + (n + 1) (2n + l)gv2n - h[v, v, v\ }2n+2 = 0,

in which we have used the last formulas of § 24 for the coefficients* in v3, t3, w3.

Knowing the values of the constants in the cases \ = C,p = S,v = P from

Glaisher 6, p. 122, we write down the rest of the following table by the

methods of § 17.   The argument is z throughout.

(\,a,b) = (p,c,d)= (v,g,h) =

(C,2z-l,-z), (5,-1-«,«), (P,-l-z,l),

(aC,-l-z,l), (aS,2-z,l -z), (aP,2-«,l),

(C,2-z, - 1+z),    (/35,2«-l, -« + «*);    (ßP,2z-\,\).

(yC,2-z, -1),

(5C,2z - 1, 1 -z),

(eC, - 1 - z,z);

We omit the degenerate forms. The bar functions of X, p, v may be com-

puted by the addition theorems of § 23 and the recurrences of § 25, and hence

each of the polynomials for all ranks can be calculated independently of the

remaining polynomials. In using §§23, 25 we perform all operations for

three distinct umbrae, putting these equal to one another in the successive

final steps (see § 18). We must pass on to a brief discussion of the congruences

for prime moduli.

* The differential equation for w is x2 w" = 2xw' + (gx* — 2) w + hu*.
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32. Henceforth p denotes an odd prime > 0. (Some of the congruences

are also valid modulo 2, but this case is of such slight interest that we ignore

it.) The theorem of arithmetic which gives the congruences modulo p is due

to Lucas 4, pp. 229-230:

l ™>\ _ (mx\ (m[\

UrUJUJ mod p,

m — mxp + m[,       n = nxp + n[,       0 Si m'x,   n'x < p.

We shall in future omit the "mod p" in writing congruences, and use " = "

only in the sense of congruence modulo p. From Lucas' theorem it is easy

to infer that, X, p denoting umbrae of integers and the significance of the dot

being as in § 22,

(X ±p)rp+i = (V ±pp)r-(X±p)*,       0^s<p,

the upper signs or the lower being taken throughout. By repeated application

of this we find the following.    Let

N = r„ pn + r„_i pn_1 + JV-2 pn~2 + ■■■ + rxpx + r0

be the (unique) expression of N in the scale of p, so that 0 Su r¡ < p ( j = 0,1,

•■■,n).   Then

(X + p)"= (x^ + ^-r-ÍX^ + p""-1)'«-1 ••• (X» + p*)"-(X + p)\

(x - p)*e= (xp" - pHM*""-1 - p"""1)'-1 • • • (xp - pp)ri-(x - p y.

Denote the right-hand members of these congruences by

fl'w-' ±p'"-')r'-<
i=o

respectively, in which the accented II' indicates that the products of the

several factors are to be performed as dot multiplications.    Then

{X, MI T - ¿ft' (Xp"" + Pp""')'"-'• + §Ê' (Xp"" - Ppw)r-,
i=o s=o

{|x, p}y= èft'(xp^ + vr*Yi - in'(xpn"J' - Pp"")r-.
¿=0 J=0

The distributed non-symbolic equivalent of each right-hand member after

the performance of all dot multiplications and the degradation of all exponents

is a quadratic form with positive integral coefficients of the form
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and the term of which this is the coefficient is

Vv pN> (N'=r'np» + rUp»-1 + ■ • • + r'0 ).

That the coefficients are positive is evident from the left-hand members in

which all coefficients are such; the coefficients on the right are the positive

residues modulo p of those on the left.

If Pn = {X, M |}N i or if pN = {| X, m } ** > the above congruences are applicable

in an obvious manner, equalities of this sort having been considered in the

preceding sections. From § 15 it is clear that any congruence between poly-

nomials (the P set does not immediately enter the discussion since the coeffi-

cients are not integers) is equivalent to a system of congruences between the

linear functions of the form in § 3 into which H, E and their anharmonic

transforms (the degenerate forms of the corresponding polynomials) for

different ranks are partitioned.

Two important special cases of the general formula in this section are

{X, m|1p— XpMo, { |X, m}p = XoMp-

Hence in all cases we have the residue of a bar function of two integral umbrae

when the rank of the function is equal to or greater than the modulus. The

case of two umbrae will be completed for a prime modulus when we find, as

next, the residue when the rank is less than the modulus.

33. Restating another theorem of Lucas 4, p. 229, in a form adapted

to our purpose we have

(0 < r < p,   n < p — r).

Hence for r > 0,

(x + m)^ = E ( - i)'(r + s ~ 1)x^-,m*,
»=o \ s /

(x-Mrr-£(r+*-1)Af-~ii.i
.=0 \ * /

and hence, including all cases (cf. § 24), for h i= 0,

{X,M|}^ hl=        E       1 2s        J Xp-2A-2.-l M2«,

n     h ^-2 _ (p-2^3)/2 / 2A + 2s + 1 \
(X,m|I^ = Z-        l O ) Xp-2A-2«-2 M2»,
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í|X,Ml 5   \   2,-1   jv^-^-x.

34. The congruences in § 33 admit of immediate generalization to any

number m of umbrae X, p, • • •, p. It is easily seen in the same way, or as a

consequence of the fundamental formula of § 33,

(X + p)rp+s= (X^-r-p^-iX-r-p)',

that we have

(X + P+ ••• +p)rp+«= (X" + pp+ ••• +Pp)r-(X + p+ ••• +p)«;

and hence in the previous notation,

(x + p+---+p)"=]T (xr* + ppn" + • • • + pp"")r»-,
.7=0

with 2™ — 1 similar congruences in which the signs of some or all of X, p, • • •, p

are changed throughout. From these the congruences for the general bar

functions of § 19 follow at once. The particular case m = 3 is of interest in

connection with the formulas of § 32, but the length of this paper precludes

further discussion. From the general formulas given there is no difficulty in

writing down the congruences for bar functions of two or three letters from

the algebraic relations developed earlier in the paper. For z = 1 some of the

degenerate cases are well known, and hence provide checks. The other

degenerate cases may be checked directly in a similar manner.
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